Accuracy and sensitivity of finite element model-based deformable registration of the prostate.
Evaluate the accuracy and the sensitivity to contour variation and model size of a finite element model-based deformable registration algorithm for the prostate. Two magnetic resonance images (MRIs) were obtained for 21 prostate patients with three implanted markers. A single observer contoured the prostate and markers and performed blinded recontouring of the first MRI. A biomechanical-model based deformable registration algorithm, MORFEUS, was applied to each dataset pair, deforming the second image (B) to the first image (A). The residual error was calculated by comparing the center of mass (COM) of the markers with the predicted COM. Sensitivity to contour variation was calculated by deforming B to the repeat contour of A (A2). The sensitivity to the model size was calculated by reducing the number of nodes (B', A', A2') and repeating the analysis. The average residual error of the registration for B to A and B to A2 was 0.22 cm (SD: 0.08 cm) and 0.24 cm (SD: 0.09 cm), respectively. The average residual error of the registration of B' to A' and B' to A2' was 0.22 cm (SD: 0.10 cm) and 0.25 cm (SD: 0.10 cm), respectively. The average time to run MORFEUS on the standard and reduced model was 3606 s (SD: 7788 s) and 56 s (SD: 16 s), respectively. The accuracy of the algorithm, equal to the image voxel size, is not affected by intraobserver contour variability or model size. Reducing the model size significantly increases algorithm efficiency.